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Sirui and Argraph Introduce Aluminum 
and Carbon Fiber Professional Video Tripods 

 

Argraph Corp. Carlstadt, NJ - The key to producing a high quality videos is the creativity of 
the videographer and a way to stabilize the camera. For optimum results, you need to use a 
professional quality video tripod. It doesn’t matter if you’re using a high-end digital video 
camera or a DSLR with follow-focus, monitor, etc., you need a solid, versatile support 
system, like the SIRUI VT-2003 and 2203 Professional Video Tripods, to make sure you get 
the most from your expensive equipment. 

Total Stability and Flexibility 
When looking for a video tripod, it must be very stable, have the flexibility to work under a 
wide range of conditions – indoors, outdoors, on smooth surfaces and uneven terrain – and a 
logical design to make operation fast and easy. Whether you use all three leg sections for 
high-angle views or are shooting only inches from the ground, with Sirui Video Tripods you 
can be confident that your gear will be safe! 
 
The multi-tube leg design provides increased stability and vibration reduction, compared 
to conventional single tube legs. And the numbering system on each leg makes leg height 
alignment extremely fast and easy. The strong, metal spider has a 75mm bowl that accepts 
the SIRUI Y-75B Leveling Ball Set. 

Whether you use all three leg sections for high-angle views or are shooting only inches from 
the ground, with Sirui Video Tripods you can be confident that your gear will be safe! 
 
While working in a studio or on a flat surface, the fully adjustable ground level spreader 
provides precise leg positioning and added stability. Unlock the spreader…move to 
desired width…and lock spreader. 

When you need more control on uneven terrain, remove the ground level spreader attach 
the center brace spreader adjust the leg stance and take advantage of the multi-spiked 
feet! 

You can attach the included rubber feet when working on slippery wooden or stone 
surfaces, and keep on filming, without missing a beat.  
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When you purchase a SIRUI VT Series Professional Video Tripod – in economical 
aluminum or lightweight 8-layer carbon fiber (when every ounce counts) – you possess a 
rugged, stable, flexible, high quality tripod that you can rely on to give you top performance 
and many years of service. 

As with all Sirui professional photographic products, the VT Series Professional Video 
Tripods come with Sirui’s 6 year warranty. Sirui Professional Tripods and Heads are 
distributed in the U.S exclusively by Argraph Corporation and are available from photo 
retailers nationwide. 

 

About Argraph: 
Argraph Corporation and its subsidiaries are leading manufacturers and distributors of 
photographic and imaging products since 1953. Headquartered in Carlstadt, NJ, Argraph 
offers unique and innovative products through retailers across the country, and around the 
world. Additional information is available at www.argraph.com.  

 
About Sirui: 
SIRUI Photographic Equipment Industry Co., Ltd, founded in 2001, has quickly become 
one of the leading manufacturers of photographic equipment. Located in Zhongshan, in the 
southern part of the Pearl River Delta, they specialize in the manufacture of professional 
tripods, monopods, ball heads and related accessories. By continuously investing in 
advanced tooling, innovative technologies and precision machinery - in concert with a 
highly trained design and engineering team - SIRUI is able to produce high quality products 
from design concept to parts manufacture to final assembly.  
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